During the last fifty years value distribution in one complex variable has been established as one of the most beautiful branches of complex analysis. In several variables, value distribution was slow to grow up. Only a few people were concerned and many obstacles had to be overcome. However, recently, the theory has gained wide recognition. The outlook for the future is bright and promises a theory even broader in scope than its one-dimensional counterpart.
The classical theory.
At first let us look at some basic results in one variable. Realize the Riemann sphere Pj as a sphere of diameter 1 in R
3
. The chordal distance between points w and a in P t is denoted by \\w 9 a\\. Then 0 < || w, a|| < 1. The Riemann sphere carries a rotation invariant volume element Q giving the sphereJotal volume 1. As on each complex manifold, the exterior derivative d = 3 + 3 twists to </«-(//4ir)(9-8).
On ?! -{#}, the volume element £2 is computed by If r > 0, let C[r] be the closed disc, C(r) be the open disc and C<>> be the circle, all of radius r and with center 0. Let ƒ: C -» P { be a nonconstant holomorphic map, i.e., a nonconstant meromorphic function. The spherical image of ƒ is defined by M')-f A«)>o.
•'ceo For 0 < s < r, the Ahlfors-Shimizu characteristic of ƒ is defined by
(T f (r,s)) = [ r A f (t)dt/t.
Then T f (r, s) -> oo for r -» oo. On C<r>, a rotation invariant line element o exists which gives the circle C<r> length 1. For r > 0, the compensation function of ƒ for a G Pj is defined by m f (r 9 a) = J log a > 0.
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Let 0 fa (z) be the a-multiplicity of ƒ at z G C. For r > 0, the counting function 
The general First Main Theorem in several variables.
Let M and TV be connected, complex manifolds of dimensions m and n 9 respectively. Assume that a family © = {E a } aGA of analytic subsets E a of TV is given. Each E a has pure dimension n -s < n. Let ƒ: M -» TV be a holomorphic map. Define F a = f~l(E a ) for all a E A. Value distribution studies the magnitude of the inverse family (& f = {F fl } ûe^. Do the First Main Theorem, the Mean Value Theorem, and the Defect Relation hold? Certainly some additional assumptions have to be made. We shall sketch a basic procedure underlying practically all derivations of a First Main Theorem.
Inspired by (1.1), we require the existence of a form fi of bidegree (s, s) and class C°° on TV and the existence of a form A a of class C 00 and of bidegree (s -1, s -1) on TV -E a for each a G A 9 such that A a has residue 1 on E a and such that (2.1) dd c A a -fi on TV -E a . The following examples show that these assumptions can be satisfied in many cases. EXAMPLE 1. Let © be the family of complex projective planes of dimension n -s in the «-dimensional complex projective space P n . Let co be the exterior form of the Fubini-Study Kaehler metric on P rt . Take fi = to 5 > 0. Then Chern [5] and Levine [17] Let X and Y be complex spaces. Let h: X -» Y be a holomorphic map. Then A is said to be projective if for every z G X open neighborhoods [7 of z and F of A (z) exist such that there is a complex space Jf and a biholomorphic map a: U-+V X W such that A| £/ = P ° a where P: V X W->V is the projection. Assume that h is proper, projective and has pure fiber dimension q. Then the fiber integration operator h^is defined and associates to each form x of bidegree (k, /) and class C°° on X a form A # x of bidegree (k -q, I -q) and of class C°° on Y provided k > q and I > q. See Tung [29] .
EXAMPLE 3. The family © = {E a } a^A is said to be admissible if the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) The index set A is a connected, complex Kaehler manifold.
(ii) The incidence set S = {(*, à) e M X A\x G 2T fl } is analytic. . Also observe that the point family in Example 2 is admissible.
We return to the general situation and assume (2.1). Also suppose that F a is either empty or has pure dimension m -s if a E A. Then (2.1) pulls back to dd c f*(K) « f*(Q) on M -F a . Let <p be a form of class C°° and of bidegree (m -s, m -s) on M. Assume <p has compact support. The singularity of f*(A a ) on F a is so weak that Stokes' Theorem applies:
. A second application of Stokes' Theorem leaves a residue
Here fy a is an integral-valued nonnegative multiplicity function. The unintegrated First Main Theorem is obtained: The integral on the left does not depend on a. So (2.2) can be viewed as a preservation principle. Also (2.2) can be considered as an identity between currents. Let us consider two applications of (2.2). ], a theorem due to Lelong [16] . Now assume ÏÏ > 0 and A a > 0, which can be satisfied in many cases, for instance in the examples. Then (2.2) shall be used to estimate the volume of 
where the integrands are nonnegative. The deficit is defined by
In general the sign of the integrand of D f (G, a) is not fixed. If the proof of (2.2) is repeated with due regard to boundary integrals, the First Main Theorem is obtained: G, a) ). Then the Mean Value Theorem
is equivalent to 
Hence,
So the Mean Value Theorem holds for admissible families. Assume (2.4). Define B ~ {a E. A\F a ¥> 0}. Then 0 < b f = f B Q(A) < 1 is the probability that ƒ (M) intersects E a . Define
and /> / (G) At this point, more accurate choices have to be made which lead to specific situations. Especially, (G, g, \p) has to be chosen. Some of these choices shall be mentioned here. In the other cases, a nonnegative function T: M -> R of class C 00 is used. If AT C M and r > 0, define The function increases. Hence n v (r) -> «"(0) > 0 for r -» 0 exists. Then
n,(r) -[ va"" 1 + n,(0).

J A[r]
For 0 < s < r, the valence function of p is defined by N w {r,s)-f\(t) f . Assume i^ = f~\E L [oo] ) has at most dimension m -2. Let <p be the exterior form of the Fubini-Study-Kaehler metric defined by / on P(F). Then P(K) has volume 1. Unfortunately, the Mean Value Theorem does not hold. Fortunately, the statements above remain correct if K is replaced by /, although / is defined over N^ only. Then the Mean Value Theorem holds:
Let ƒ: M -> N be a holomorphic map. For simplicity, assume that ƒ (M) is not contained in E L [a] if a E P(K). The spherical image is defined by
NAr 9 s; a 9 L)<p(a) k .
J P(V)
Assume (4.5) for K and /. Define the Nevanlinna defect of a E P(K) by 
(K). Therefore F (M) n E L [a] ¥= 0 for almost all a G P(F).
A Casorati-Weierstrass Theorem is obtained.
The results stated so far in this section extend to complex spaces and meromorphic maps. For the remainder of this section M and N have to be complex manifolds and ƒ is holomorphic. Now, the Second Main Theorem and the Defect Relation shall be stated, which requires a number of preparations.
To each form fi > 0 of degree 2 m and class C 00 on Af, a Ricci form Rie Q of bidegree (1,1) 
Theorem is proved. The proof of the Defect Relation and (4.16) itself depends on the choice of the Jacobian section F. Moreover F has to satisfy requirement (4.14) which implies m > n = rank/. If N = P n is the complex projective space and if L is the hyperplane section bundle, a Defect Relation can be obtained using a holomorphic form B 2É 0 of bidegree (m -1, 0). Again, additional assumptions have to be made on B. Differentiation in the direction of B is introduced and defines associated maps. No relation between m and n is required. Again, a ramification defect, a Ricci defect and a dominator defect appear. In both cases, the task of the operator F, respectively B, is to link K N with K M . For details to the method using the form B and associated maps see 
is defined with
Let For each a 6 C^F), a multiplicity function 0 fa > 0 is defined on M with F a = supp 6^ such that 0 fa is locally constant on the set of simple points of Assume F^ = ƒ _1 (2?Joo]) has at most dimension q -1. Then # can be replaced by / in the preceding statements, although / is singular over E L [oo] . The hermitian metric / on A^+i V defines a Fubini-Study-Kaehler metric on P(A^+i V) which restricts to a Kaehler metric on G p (V) whose exterior form is denoted by y p . Let D{p 9 ri) be the degree of the Grassmann manifold The results of this section hold even if M and N are complex spaces and if ƒ is meromorphic. Also the full force of the parabolic exhaustion r is not needed. The assumption co m = 0 can be dropped, in which case r is called a logarithmic pseudoconvex exhaustion. The results of this section extend also to the case where the line bundle L is replaced by a vector bundle E and a family of Schubert zeroes is considered. A Casorati-Weierstrass Theorem can be obtained; see [28] . For references to §5 see [4] , [12] and [27] .
